Abstract. For inner products de ned by a symmetric inde nite matrix p;q, canonical forms for real or complex p;q-Hermitian matrices, p;q-skew Hermitian matrices and p;q-unitary matrices are studied under equivalence transformations which k eep the class invariant.
1. Introduction. In several recent papers 1, 8, 10, 9, 6 the topic of canonical forms for structured matrices and pencils associated with classical Lie groups, Lie algebras and Jordan algebras has been studied. The motivation for these analyses is the development o f new structure preserving numerical methods for the solution of the eigenvalue problem for matrices in these classes. The main motivation is to use equivalence transformations that preserve the algebraic structures, i.e., for example the symmetry in the spectrum in nite arithmetic. This means that the transformation matrices are restricted to be from the associated Lie groups only. If such structure preserving methods can be constructed, then this usually leads to a reduction in complexity and at the same time it avoids that in nite arithmetic physically meaningless results are obtained. Often one also has a better perturbation and error analysis, see for example 2, 3, 4 . The latter is obtained in particular if one uses unitary transformations which are at the same time in the associated Lie group, since then the methods, usually, are also numerically backwards stable. However, for numerical computations we need to know the proper condensed forms within the given structures, usually called structured Schur like forms, that the numerical methods can possibly generate, and from which the eigenvalues and eigenstructures can be easily read o . The structured Jordan like canonical forms that we describe here are the simplest versions of such condensed forms, although they need nonunitary transformations. Hence these Jordan like forms will be the fundamental theory for studying the proper structured Schur like forms and therefore for developing numerical methods.
The invariants under similarity transformations have been classi ed already for quite a while 5, 1 1 . There, for physical applications the canonical forms are restricted to be classical Jordan forms. So the transformation matrices are not in the associated Lie groups. Such canonical forms are not what we are interested in. Hence it is necessary to convert these forms to the desired forms.
A complete analysis for the case of Hamiltonian, skew Hamiltonian and symplectic matrices, i.e., matrices that are Hermitian, skew Hermitian and unitary with respect to an inde nite scalar product given by a s k ew symmetric matrix, has recently been given in 8 . In this paper we n o w derive analogous results for the matrices that are Hermitian, skew Hermitian and unitary with respect to an inner product de ned via 2. Preliminaries. In this section we i n troduce the notation and give some preliminary results that are needed for the canonical forms. Our construction of structured Jordan froms will be based on the combination of di erent blocks of the classical, unstructured Jordan form. Let us recall some facts from the classical theory.
Let A denote the spectrum of a matrix A. We begin with a well-known fact on the relationship between left and right i n variant subspaces, which follows clearly from the Jordan canonical form. we set P N := diagP r1 ; : : : ; P rs ;P N := diagP r1 ; : : : ; P rs :
Then these matrices have the following easily veri ed properties. Note that the parameters k are invariant in the sense that for each group of Jordan blocks with the same size corresponding to the numbers of 1, ,1, or i, ,i, o f t h e corresponding k are uniquely determined. For this reason we denote the complete set of parameters by Ind = f 1 ; : : : ; s g and call this the structure inertia index. Note that for each Jordan block there is a unique corresponding structure inertia index. Some obvious facts on the symmetry of the eigenvalues follow directly from Proposition 2.3. Proposition 2.4. Let be a n eigenvalue of a square matrix C. Then Finally the symbole k represents the k-th unit vector.
With these notations and results in hand in the next two sections we will give the canonical forms for p;q -Hermitian and p;q -skew Hermitian matrices.
3. p;q -Hermitian matrices. In this section we derive structured Jordan canonical forms for p;q -Hermitian matrices. We will always consider two forms, a structured canonical form where the transformation matrices are not necessarily p;qunitary and a structured canonical form under p;q -unitary matrices. Also we will always consider two cases, the complex p;q -Hermitian and the real p;q -symmetric matrices. ,P 2v k;1 +1 ; : : : ; ,P 2v k;z k +1 ; CÛ k =Û k diagN 2q k;1 k ; : : : ; N 2q k;t k k ; N 2u k;1 +1 k ; : : : ; N 2u k;w k +1 k ; N 2v k;1 +1 k ; : : : ; N 2u k;z k +1 k : Since U is nonsingular it follows that U H p;q U is congruent t o p;q and hence m+n 1 = p, m+n 2 = q and U H p;q U = p;q . Equation 3.4 then follows from 3.5 and 3.9.
Structured Jordan Canonical Forms is unitarily similar to a real diagonal matrix. Another direct consequence is that for a real eigenvalue the largest size of the associated Jordan block is not larger than 2 minfp; qg + 1, and for a nonreal eigenvalue the largest size of the associated Jordan block is not larger than minfp; qg. Furthermore, it is clear that if jp , qj 6 = 0, then C must have real eigenvalues with at least jp , qj odd sized Jordan blocks.
The real structured Jordan canonical form for a real p;q -symmetric matrix, under real p;q -orthogonal transformations can be obtained analogously. A Set U = V c ; V r ; W c ; W r then analogously we get that U is real p;q -orthogonal and U ,1 CUhas the form 3.11.
In this section we have obtained real and complex structured Jordan canonical forms for p;q -Hermitian matrices. In the next section we present analogous results for p;q -skew Hermitian matrices.
4. p;q -skew Hermitian matrices. In this section we discuss structured Jordan canonical forms for p;q -skew Hermitian matrices. The construction is similar to that for p;q -Hermitian matrices discussed in Section 3 and therefore we omit much of the detail. The essential di erence is that the role of the real eigenvalues is now taken by the purely imaginary eigenvalues.
Analogous to the p;q -Hermitian matrices by employing the results in Proposition 2.3 we have the following Jordan canonical forms both for complex and real p;q -skew Hermitian matrices. ii The block R g , associated with purely imaginary eigenvalues, has the structure R g = diagM 1 Proof. As in the previous proofs we need to study the canonical forms of the non purely imaginary and purely imaginary eigenvalues separately. Here for the latter case we h a ve to deal with two subcases, the nonzero and zero eigenvalues. Finally by combining all these cases we can generate a real p;q -orthogonal matrix U from U c , U g , U z which satis es 4.3.
ELA
We have seen that the results for p;q -Hermitian and p;q -skew Hermitian matrices are quite similar, which w as to be expected, since both classes have an algebra structure. In the next section we n o w study the canonical forms for matrices in the associated Lie group of p;q -unitary matrices.
5. p;q -unitary matrices. In the previous two sections we h a ve studied structured Jordan canonical forms for p;q -Hermitian and p;q -skew Hermitian matrices. Each class has an algebra structure, the p;q -Hermitian matrices form a Jordan algebra and the p;q -skew Hermitian matrices a Lie algebra. The Lie group associated with these two algebras is the class of p;q -unitary matrices. In order to derive structured canonical forms for this group analogous to the results for the algebras, we can make use of the Cayley transformation. Using the Cayley transformation the canonical forms of p;q -unitary matrices if 1 is not an eigenvalue can be easily obtained from the canonical form of the corresponding p;q -skew Hermitian matrix discussed in Section 4. However, if we Cayley transform the canonical form it is usually not a canonical form again and we need further reductions to obtain again the canonical form. But, obviously it su ces to further reduce each Jordan block separately. Before discussing these reductions, we rst split the Jordan structure of a p;q -unitary matrix G into two parts, the part related to the eigenvalue 1 and the rest. To nish the proof, we set Y =Ŷ diagZ 1 ; Z 2 , G 1 = Z ,1 1Ĝ 1 Z 1 and G 2 = Z ,1
The real case is clear, since 1 is a real eigenvalue. It is well known, that Cayley transformation directly leads to a rational relationship between the eigenvalues, i.e., if 6 = 1 is an eigenvalue of a p;q -unitary matrix G, then = = +1
,1 is an eigenvalue of the Cayley transformation G and we have the following well-known facts. and e T r X r e r 6 = 0 .
Proof. See, e.g., 8 .
We are now prepared to present block b y block the transformations of the results in Section 4. and taking U = V diagI ;P N nishes the proof in the complex case..
Since the Cayley transformation of a real matrix is also real, we can apply Proposition 2.3 to get the result for the real case.
This result shows that for the eigenvalues of a p;q -unitary matrix that are not of modulus 1, the structured canonical form cannot be of the form of a usual Jordan 91 matrix, only half of these eigenvalues have the classical Jordan structure, while for the other half of the eigenvalues we h a ve t o i n volve the inverses of Jordan blocks.
For eigenvalues with j j = 1 the canonical structure is even more complicated. If we restrict the chains of root vectors to have the proper structures coming form a p;qskew Hermitian matrices as in Proposition 2.3 then no Jordan block will appear in the canonical form. We can do further reductions for which w e will need the following simple result.
Lemma 5.6. Given a vector t = t 1 ; : : : ; t r T and t r 6 = 0 then there exists a nonsingular upper triangular Toeplitz matrix T such that T ,1 t = e r .
Proof. See 8 . We n o w study the reduction of Cayley transformed blocks arising form unimodular eigenvalues. w+ . Note that the structure inertia indices actually arise through the Cayley transformation in the associated p;q -skew Hermitian matrices, but they inherently describe also the associated structure for the unimodular eigenvalues of G. ii 
